Wiring outlet diagrams

How to wire an outlet. Standard outlets are known as duplex receptacles. There are a few
options to choose from when you wire an outlet. Most are wired so they are hot at all times but
some are wired so they are switched off and on. You can also wire outlets so that only the top
or bottom receptacle is hot at all times and the other is switched. To wire an outlet to be hot at
all times or both receptacles to be switched requires a 3-wire cable. To wire an outlet so that
only the top or bottom receptacle is switched and the other receptacle remains hot all the time,
requires a 4 wire cable. You need to know up front which scenario you prefer if your wiring a
new circuit. If you are just replacing an old outlet with a new one then the instructions on this
page will help you identify which scenario you are dealing with based on the number of wires
that are connected to your old outlet. The diagram below will show how a standard "Switched"
duplex receptacle is wired. Take notice that only a 3-wire cable is needed to perform this circuit.
The white wires tie together to complete the return side of the circuit while the black wire hot
wire runs through the 2-way switch and out to the outlet. Duplex receptacles have 4 screws for
termination points along with a green screw dedicated for ground. One side of the receptacle
has 2 brass screws and the other side has 2 silver screws. The hot side of the circuit black wire
should be wired to the brass screws while the neutral side of the circuit white wire should be
wired to the silver screws. You only need to connect to 1 screw on either side. If you look at the
screws on one side you'll notice that a metal jumper connects the 2 screws together. This
allows for both screws to be physically connected to each other so only 1 termination point is
required. If you look closely you will notice that J1 has been split. This allows for a separate
circuit to be wired to the other screw and allow the upper and lower receptacles to work
independently of each other. This circuit allows for the bottom receptacle to be switched while
the top receptacle will remain hot at all times. To perform this circuit, you will need to use a
4-wire cable to allow for the extra circuit. The black wire hot wire coming in from the left is the
source power. It is tied together with a wire going to the switch and the black wire going to the
outlet. The red wire switched hot wire going to the outlet, wires into the other side of the switch
and the white wires neutral , tie together to complete the return side of the circuit. One of the
most common wiring configurations your going to find with outlets are shown in the diagram
below. These outlets are not switched. They are connected straight from the power source and
are hot at all times. The diagram above shows 2 outlets wired in series and more outlets can be
added to this circuit by wiring the 2nd outlet just like the 1st outlet to keep the circuit continuing
on until you end the circuit at the last outlet. Now some electricians will use a 1 wire jumper
from the outlet and wire nut together the circuits inside the box, but I prefer to use the screws
on the outlet for a more secure connection. So if you are just replacing an outlet, I would
recommend taking the wires off of the old outlet one at a time and putting that wire in the
identical position on the new outlet. The box for the 2nd outlet was removed from the diagram
for simplicity reasons. The 1st box gets very crowded in this circumstance but I am sure you
can still get the concept. The same goes here as the unswitched circuit earlier if you have or are
adding additional outlets to this type of circuit. Above diagram circuit shows power coming
from the switch and the below diagram shows power coming in from the one outlet box. How To
Wire It. Here's How. By code, the number of conductors allowed in a box are limited depending
on box size and wire gauge. Calculate total conductors allowed in a box before adding new
wiring, etc. Check local regulations for restrictions and permit requirements before beginning
electrical work. The user of this information is responsible for following all applicable
regulations and best practices when performing electrical work. If the user is unable to perform
electrical work themselves, a qualified electrician should be consulted. How to Read These
Diagrams. This page contains several diagrams for 2 or more receptacle outlets in one circuit.
Wiring for multiple ground fault circuit interrupters gfci and standard duplex receptacles are
included with protected and non-protected arrangements. In this diagram wall outlets are wired
in a row using the terminal screws to pass voltage from one receptacle to the next. Wiring
outlets together using the device terminals, instead of a pigtail splice as shown in the next
diagram, can create a weakest link problem. Using this method, any break or malfunction at one
outlet will likely cause all the outlets that follow to fail as well. This diagram shows the wiring for
multiple receptacles in an arrangement that connects each individually to the source. All wires
are spliced to a pigtail which is connected to each device separate from all the others in the
row. This wiring allows for source voltage at each outlet independent of the others in the circuit.
Here 3-wire cable is run from a double-pole circuit breaker providing an independent volts to
two sets of multiple outlets. The neutral wire from the circuit is shared by both sets. This wiring
is commonly used in a 20 amp kitchen circuit where two appliance feeds are needed, such as
for a refrigerator and a microwave in the same location. In this diagram multiple ground fault
circuit interrupter receptacles are wired together using pigtails to connect the source. Two-wire
cable is run between the gfci's, and the hot and neutral wires from the source are spliced to the

line terminals at each device. The load terminals are not used and each device provides its own,
single-location protection. Here a gfci receptacle is added at the end of a row of duplex
receptacles for single-location protection. The first outlet is connected to the source and 2-wire
cable runs from box to box. All wires are spliced with a pigtail at the devices to pass current to
the next. The load terminals on the gfci are not used and it does not protect the other
receptacles in the circuit. Here one ground fault circuit interrupter protects multiple duplex
receptacles coming after it, known as multiple-location protection. Two-wire cable runs from the
gfci to all the following outlets. The line terminals on the gfci are connected to the circuit source
and the load terminals are connected to each following outlet with a pigtail splice. This keeps
each duplex receptacle connected directly to the gfci. By code there is a limit to the number of
conductors allowed inside an electrical box depending on the wire gauge you're using and the
size of the box. While wires are conductors, they aren't the only ones in an electrical box.
Devices like switches and receptacles are also considered conductors, and they add to the total
present in the box. All metal parts that qualify as conductors must be added, to determine the
total you will have in the final installation. Find a detailed explanation of how to count
conductors here. It's common to describe household wall receptacles that are wired together
using the device terminals as wired in series. But, in fact, all household receptacles are always
wired in parallel, and never in series. In a series circuit, current must pass through a load at
each device. The load itself conducts current down the line to the subsequent loads in the
circuit. A series circuit will drop use some voltage at each load until it dwindles to an
insufficient level at some point down the line. If wall receptacle circuits operated like that, you
wouldn't be able to plug an appliance in down stream from another appliance in the same circuit
because the voltage wouldn't be sufficient to run it. And if the appliance in the first receptacle
shorted out or failed in some other way, it would interrupt the current to the other outlets in the
circuit. Household circuits don't operate like that, you have a consistent average of volt at each
receptacle, no matter how many loads you have on the circuit. By contrast, switches and circuit
breakers are wired in series. Voltage passes through these devices in order to continue down
the line. If an interruption occurs in a switch, there will be no electricity beyond that point. How
to Read These Diagrams This page contains several diagrams for 2 or more receptacle outlets
in one circuit. Wiring Multiple Outlets in a Series In this diagram wall outlets are wired in a row
using the terminal screws to pass voltage from one receptacle to the next. Wiring Diagram for
Multiple Outlets This diagram shows the wiring for multiple receptacles in an arrangement that
connects each individually to the source. Wiring Diagram for Dual Outlets Here 3-wire cable is
run from a double-pole circuit breaker providing an independent volts to two sets of multiple
outlets. Wiring Diagram for Multiple GFCI's In this diagram multiple ground fault circuit
interrupter receptacles are wired together using pigtails to connect the source. Wiring Multiple
Outlets and a GFCI Here a gfci receptacle is added at the end of a row of duplex receptacles for
single-location protection. Wiring a GFCI to Protect Multiple Outlets Here one ground fault
circuit interrupter protects multiple duplex receptacles coming after it, known as
multiple-location protection. Email Print. Home Page. Series or Parallel It's common to describe
household wall receptacles that are wired together using the device terminals as wired in series.
Switched Receptacle Wiring. Find an Electrical Source. By code, the number of conductors
allowed in a box are limited depending on box size and wire gauge. Calculate total conductors
allowed in a box before adding new wiring, etc. Check local regulations for restrictions and
permit requirements before beginning electrical work. The user of this information is
responsible for following all applicable regulations and best practices when performing
electrical work. If the user is unable to perform electrical work themselves, a qualified
electrician should be consulted. How to Read These Diagrams. This page contains wiring
diagrams for most household receptacle outlets you will encounter including: grounded and
ungrounded duplex outlets, ground fault circuit interrupters GFCI , 20amp, 30amp, and 50amp
receptacles for volt and volt circuits. This is a standard 15 amp, volt wall receptacle outlet
wiring diagram. This is a polarized device. The long slot on the left is the neutral contact and the
short slot is the hot contact. A grounded contact at the bottom, center is crescent shaped. Don't
use this receptacle when no ground wire is available. This receptacle can typically be found in
living room and bedroom wall outlets. This is an older version of the receptacle outlet in the first
diagram. The slots are different sizes to accept polarized plugs, but it lacks a grounding slot.
This outlet does not make use of a ground wire and there is no protection against electrocution
as provide by the grounded receptacle. When replacing an ungrounded, polarized receptacle
use this type and not the grounded type previously mentioned unless it is grounded by a
jumper wire to a metal outlet box that is tied to the house service panel ground through a
continuous metal conduit. This is the oldest version of a wall receptacle that you will find. It
lacks a grounding contact and the plug slots are both the same size. These devices did not

make use of a ground wire and both plug slots were treated the same with regard to polarity.
The wires used with these outlets were usually both black. With this configuration any wire in
the circuit may be hot at all times and there's no protection against electrocution. When
replacing an ungrounded device in an older circuit like this, use the polarized one above and
not the grounded receptacle at the top unless it is grounded to a metal outlet box that is itself
grounded to the house electrical system through a continuous metal conduit. There are two
sets of separated terminals on a ground fault circuit interrupter gfci receptacle: the line
terminals and the load terminals. The source from the circuit should be connected to the line
terminals and any standard duplex outlet or other device connected to the load terminals will be
protected by this gfci. To wire more than one GFCI receptacle in the same circuit, connect the
source to the line terminals on each device using a pigtail splice. The load terminals are not
used for this circuit. See more GFCI wiring diagrams at this link. A 20 amp, v duplex receptacle
outlet like this should be installed in a circuit using 12 awg cable and a 20 amp circuit breaker.
These receptacles are usually found in kitchen wall outlets where two branch circuits are
needed to serve small appliances and a refrigerator separately. As of , a GFCI receptacle is now
required in a laundry room for the washing machine. This outlet is commonly used for a heavy
load such as a large air conditioner. With this wiring, both the black and white wires are used to
carry volts each and the white wire is wrapped with electrical tape to label it hot. This circuit
doesn't make use of a neutral wire and the ground wire is connected to the ground terminal on
the device. The slots are configured to accept only plugs from compatible appliances. A 30 amp
circuit was once the norm for large, high voltage appliances like clothes dryers and kitchen
ranges. These receptacles are no longer permitted in new installations, but are still in use where
they already exist. This receptacle provides volts and 30 amps service. A 3-wire cable is needed
to carry two volt wires and a neutral return for a total of volts. This arrangement makes it
possible to power the heating elements in the appliance using the two volts combined and volt
alone to power timers and lights. The smallest cable allowed for use with a amp circuit is 10
gauge but 8 gauge may also be found in one of these circuits. The circuit is wired to a dedicated
30 amp circuit breaker. This is a newer version of the outdated 30 amp receptacle appearing in
the previous diagram. This circuit is used for a new clothes dryer outlet installation. This
receptacle has a ground connection not found in the older 30 amp circuit for added protection
against electrocution. The cable contains two volt wires, a neutral wire and a ground wire. This
receptacle is connected to a dedicated 30 amp circuit breaker and provides a total of volts to
power the dryer heating elements and volts to power lights and other features of the appliance.
This wiring diagram is used for 50 amp appliance outlet. The receptacle should be wired to a
dedicated 50 amp circuit breaker using 6 awg cable. The 50 amp circuit is required for new
installations of some large appliances requiring volts. Two wires carrying volts each can be
combined to provide high voltage to heating circuits and one of the volt wires can serve lights
or other low voltage circuits in the appliance. The neutral wire provides a return path for the
circuit and the ground wire provides extra protection from electrocution not found on older 30
amp, volt appliance hookups. It's common to describe household wall receptacles that are
wired together using the device terminals as wired in series. But, in fact, all household
receptacles are always wired in parallel, and never in series. In a series circuit, current must
pass through a load at each device. The load itself conducts current down the line to the
subsequent loads in the circuit. A series circuit will drop use some voltage at each load until it
dwindles to an insufficient level at some point down the line. If wall receptacle circuits operated
like that, you wouldn't be able to plug an appliance in down stream from another appliance in
the same circuit because the voltage wouldn't be sufficient to run it. And if the appliance in the
first receptacle shorted out or failed in some other way, it would interrupt the current to the
other outlets in the circuit. Household circuits don't operate like that, you have a consistent
average of volt at each receptacle, no matter how many loads you have on the circuit. By
contrast, switches and circuit breakers are wired in series. Voltage passes through these
devices in order to continue down the line. If an interruption occurs in a switch, there will be no
electricity beyond that point. By code there is a limit to the number of conductors allowed inside
an electrical box, depending on the wire gauge you're using and the size of the box. While wires
are conductors, they aren't the only ones in an electrical box. Devices like switches and
receptacles are also considered conductors, and they add to the total present in the box. All
metal parts that qualify as conductors must be added, to determine the total you will have in the
final installation. Find detailed explanation of how to count conductors here. How to Read These
Diagrams This page contains wiring diagrams for most household receptacle outlets you will
encounter including: grounded and ungrounded duplex outlets, ground fault circuit interrupters
GFCI , 20amp, 30amp, and 50amp receptacles for volt and volt circuits. Wiring a Grounded
Duplex Receptacle Outlet This is a standard 15 amp, volt wall receptacle outlet wiring diagram.

Wiring an Ungrounded, Polarized Outlet This is an older version of the receptacle outlet in the
first diagram. Wiring an Ungrounded, Non-Polarized Outlet This is the oldest version of a wall
receptacle that you will find. Wiring a Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter There are two sets of
separated terminals on a ground fault circuit interrupter gfci receptacle: the line terminals and
the load terminals. Wiring Diagram for a Amp Volt Duplex Receptacle A 20 amp, v duplex
receptacle outlet like this should be installed in a circuit using 12 awg cable and a 20 amp
circuit breaker. Wiring a Amp Volt Appliance Receptacle This outlet is commonly used for a
heavy load such as a large air conditioner. Wiring a Amp Volt Outlet A 30 amp circuit was once
the norm for large, high voltage appliances like clothes dryers and kitchen ranges. Wiring
Diagram for a Amp Dryer Outlet This is a newer version of the outdated 30 amp receptacle
appearing in the previous diagram. Email Print. Home Page. Series or Parallel It's common to
describe household wall receptacles that are wired together using the device terminals as wired
in series. Switched Receptacle Wiring. This page is dedicated to Wiring Diagrams that can
hopefully get you through a difficult wiring task or just to learn some basics in how to wire a
2-way switch , 3-way switch , 4-way switch , outlet or entertainment component diagrams. If you
don't see a wiring diagram you are looking for on this page, then check out my Sitemap page for
more information you may find helpful. How a 2-Way Switch Works. The power source is
coming in from the left. Notice the black wire is the only wire that we are controlling through the
2-way switch. You have an incoming hot wire black going to one screw it does not matter if you
use the brass or silver screw on the side of the 2-way switch and a black wire from the other
screw on the 2-way switch going to the load light, ceiling fan etc.. The white wires are wire
nutted together so they can continue the circuit. Just use your mouse pointer on this diagram
and follow the current flow from black wire hot wire through the 2-way switch, then to the load
and return through the white wire neutral. This should give you a good basic understanding
how the 2-way switch circuit works and will help you in adding or changing a 2-way switch. How
a 2-way Switch Circuit Looks. So the circuit above when explained should give you a good
concept on how this basic circuit works. When wiring a 2-way switch, this image on the left will
show how the connections should actually look when all connections are made. Take notice of
the ground wire. It's very important that the ground or bare copper wire is connected to the
green screw on the switch. All grounds are connected, and the ground is connected at the light
when possible. If no connection is available, then attach the ground wire to the box in a solid
way. How a 3-Way Switch Works. When wiring a 3-way switch circuit, all we want to do is to
control the black wire hot wire to turn on and off the load from 2 different locations. The
diagram here will give you a better understanding how this circuit works and how a 3-way
switch is wired. The source power black wire is coming in from the left. It ties into the common
on the left switch see image below. When the left switch is toggled, it connects to the upper
circuit and now the circuit is open at the right switch which turns off the light. Toggle the right
switch and it connects to the upper circuit and now closes the path and turns the light back on
and so on. How a 3-Way Switch Circuit Looks. So the circuit above when explained should give
you a good concept on how this 3-way circuit works. When wiring a 3-way switch, this image on
the left will show how the connections should actually look when all connections are made. The
best way to simplify wiring a 3-way switch is this. By looking at the moving 3-way switch above,
the hot black wire coming from the power source will always attach to the common screw on
the 1st switch in the circuit. Then the traveler wires are connecting both switches and it does
matter which wire goes to which traveler screw. Now with that said, just look at the switch again
and look at the circuit. There you have it, 3-way switch wiring simplified. It's very important that
the ground or bare copper wire is connected to the green screws on the switches. How a 4-Way
Switch Works. You must understand the 3-way circuit above in order to get the 4-way circuit. A
4-way switch circuit is nothing more than wiring a 4-way switch between the 2 3-way switches in
a 3-way switch circuit. Now don't let this be confused with where the switches are physically
located in your home. This is how the circuit is structured. The switches can be physically
located to your liking but you must keep in mind the ease of routing the wiring from point to
point. Also, this example is just adding a single 4-way switch that will give you 3 locations to
control your light. To add more locations to this circuit you just simply add additional 4-way
switches in series as long as they are between the 2 existing 3-way switches. Using your mouse
pointer, follow along with me as we go through the circuit. Now this one gets a little tricky by
keeping track of what switch you toggle in your mind, just hang in there. Now the power source
black is coming in from the left. Then through the 4-way to the red wire going to the 3-way. Now
it dead ends not connected which means the light is turned off. By toggling any switch, the light
will now turn on. Choose a switch and follow the flow of the switch that changes state. Keep in
mind how the 4-way switch works. Left connections toggle between the two right connections.
So top left red connects to bottom right black and when toggled top left red connects to top

right red. The bottom pole works in the same manner. How a 4-Way Switch Circuit Looks. So the
circuit above when explained should give you a good concept on how this 4-way circuit works.
When wiring a 4-way switch, this image on the left will show how the connections should
actually look when all connections are made. OK, this diagram is going to be a little more
confusing but I'm showing it because this can be a very common scenario. If you notice, the
power is coming in at the light box. Because of this, the wiring must be re-color coded in order
to get the conductors necessary to complete the circuit. Notice the black power wire in the light
box is going to a white wire with electrical tape around it which means the white wire will be
used as a power wire or black wire. How an Outlet Circuit Works. The diagram will show how a
standard "Switched" duplex receptacle is wired. Take notice that only a 3-wire cable is needed
to perform this circuit. The white wires tie together to complete the return side of the circuit
while the black wire hot wire runs through the 2-way switch and out to the outlet. How an Outlet
Circuit Looks. One of the most common wiring configurations your going to find with outlets
are shown in the diagram here. These outlets are not switched. They are connected straight
from the power source and are hot at all times. The diagram here shows 2 outlets wired in series
and more outlets can be added to this circuit by wiring the 2nd outlet just like the 1st outlet to
keep the circuit continuing on until you end the circuit at the last outlet. Now lets get a little
more involved, in the diagram here we are going to remove the jumpers on one-side of the
receptacles. This allows for a separate circuit to be wired to the other screw and allow the upper
and lower outlets to work independently of each other. This circuit allows for the bottom outlet
to be switched while the top outlet will remain hot at all times. Most older homes are wired for
the 3-wire outlet as shown here. The 3-wire connection is now outdated where current dryers
are wired with a 4-wire cable. The only difference is the addition of an isolated ground wire
separate from the neutral, but the 3-wire circuit is still fine and does not have to be upgraded.
You may want to check with your local codes to verify this. How a 3-wire Dryer Outlet Circuit
Looks. The 3 prong dryer wiring diagram here shows the proper connections for both ends of
the circuit. This circuit originates from the breaker box containing a 2-pole 30 Amp breaker. If
your running a new circuit, I highly recommend that you bring your outlet up to code and install
a 4-prong dryer outlet. See Below. The 4-wire connection is the new updated circuit. The only
difference is the addition of an isolated ground wire separate from the neutral as mentioned
earlier. How a 4-wire Dryer Outlet Circuit Looks. As you can see, there is now an added
dedicated neutral. The ground is now a dedicated wire also. But if you notice, both the neutral
and the ground wires both connect to the same ground bar inside the panel box. As mentioned
earlier, the neutral and ground are really the same but this wiring method is more accurate
because a return line or "grounded neutral" should be a white wire and not green. Some panel
or breaker boxes will have a dedicated neutral bar and a dedicated ground bar, but they will still
be physically connected. How a Dimmer Switch Circuit Works. When installing a Dimmer switch,
all you're really doing is controlling the amount of voltage flow to a light which makes it dim at a
low setting to a fully bright light at maximum setting. You should always make sure the load
Light is capable of handling a dimmer switch. Some lights will not accept dimmers such as
older lights using ballast. These style lights must have full power to operate properly. You have
an incoming hot wire black going to one screw it does not matter if you use the brass or silver
screw on the side of the 2-way switch and a black wire from the other screw on the 2-way switch
going to the load light. How to wire a Ceiling Fan - Light Only. More often than not, you're going
to have a ceiling light fixture at the location you are planning on installing a ceiling fan. If so
then a new wire must be ran to control the light as well. When taking down your old fixture you
will be able to see if you have the correct cabling. This diagram is for those who are replacing a
light fixture with a ceiling fan. Your existing light fixture was controlled by a switch and only one
switch. Of course this is all based on not replacing the existing wiring that you currently have.
How to wire a Ceiling Fan and Light. Two switches at one location. Maybe you are just replacing
an old ceiling fan with a new one and you already had 2 separate switches. One controlling the
light and one controlling the fan. Then this should look like your connections. How to wire a
ceiling fan and light with a 3-way switch circuit. Now for the good one. The fan is operated from
one location. This can be a complicated circuit only if you make it one, but if you just keep in
mind that the basic circuits discussed above is the same as this circuit, it's just 2 different type
circuits combined. One circuit controlling the lights and one circuit controlling the fan. The
diagram here shows how a basic 4-wire thermostat is connected as indicated by the color code
chart below. The diagram shows how the wiring works. However your connections may seem a
little different on the thermostat itself. Some thermostat units have a dedicated R terminal and it
jumpers to the RC, RH or 4 terminals internally. The W, Y and G terminals should be pretty
straight forward on most all types of thermostat's. How a Relay Circuit Works. A relay is
basically a switch but not like a switch that's on a wall. A wall switch relies on someone to flip it

which will then control a light or some other type load. A relay is switched by electrical power
and not a human. This is done by energizing a coil which is internal to the relay and by
energizing the coil, the relay changes state just like a wall switch would. Therefore when you
energize a relay, you are switching circuits off and on. The contacts shown in the Relay Contact
diagram shows 2 different type relays. The left is a 2-pole relay and the right is a 3-pole relay.
When the relay coil is energized, the contacts change state. The N. How a Relay Circuit Looks.
Let's just say we are using Vac household voltage in this diagram. L1 is hot and L2 is neutral.
This means the current travels through that switch until it see's an open switch and cannot go
any further. Now the 2 MCR contacts which are normally open as shown will now close. This
allows current flow through the contacts and energizes the light. Now that the contact below the
START switch is closed and current can go around the start switch, you can now release the
START switch and the current flow continues around the open START switch, through the
contact to keep the relay coil energized which also keeps the light on. Now to turn the light off,
you simply depress the STOP button and this will open the circuit to the relay, de-energizing the
coil. The relay contacts open to their normal state and stop the current flow to light. Trailer
4-Pole Circuit. When wiring your trailer, be sure to route your wiring so that all wires are tucked
in and away from anything that could rub or catch on them. If your trailer is constructed of
square tubing, I find that running your wires through the inside of the tubing makes for a much
cleaner appearance and helps to protect the wiring as well. If your frame does not have
pre-drilled holes, then it might be a little bit more work drilling holes and fishing out your wires,
but you will be much more happier with the results. Be sure to seal your holes when done to
prevent water from filling up your frame. If you have a U-Channel or angle iron construction,
then you can purchase specially made clips from most automotive stores that attach to the
frame which will keep your wiring tight inside the frame and out of the way. Only the ground
post is exposed. This plug is wired to the trailer circuit. Only the ground post is protected and
acts as a key so it fits into the proper socket. Trailer 6-Pole Circuit. Trailer 7-Pole Circuit. How
To Wire It. Here's How. According to NEC, an outlet is the point s in an electrical wiring system
where current can be taken and utilize by electrical appliances and equipment by plugging them
in it. An outlet receptacle where one or more receptacle are installed or a supply contact device
installed at the outlet to connect an electrical load through plugs and switches. Ordinary outlet
or standard outlet has screws terminals on both sides. The brass screws should be connected
to the line hot, live or phase wire while the silver screws should be connected to the Neutral
wire. In other words, the hot wire from main breaker should be connected to the narrow blade
terminal where the Neutral wire should be connected to the wide blade terminal. The ground
wire is connected to the ground terminal mostly green color screw. Keep in mind that the brass
screws for hot terminals are electrically bounded to each other by a break way fin tab hence,
connecting one brass screw to hot wire will feed the power to the second brass screw as well.
In some case, you may remove the breakaway fin tab between the two brass screws for hot wire
and split the outlet for other specific application we will show in following wiring diagrams. In
today wiring tutorials, we will be showing that how to wire and install an electrical outlet in
different ways. In this simple wiring diagram, multiple outlets have been connected in parallel.
Each outlet is independent of each others as they are wired to separate cables. The following
wiring diagrams show that multiple outlets are wired to a single pole SPST switch, one-way or
two way in US switch. In this wiring, a switch is added to to an existing outlet by removing the
hot wire from outlet brass terminal and connected to the first terminal of switch. The second
terminal of switch then connected back to the brass terminal of outlet. In this wiring, a light
switch has been added to the existing outlet. The hot terminal of outlet is connected to the first
terminal of switch and the second terminal of switch is connected to the lighting point. Finally,
the neutral wire from outlet is connected to the light bulb. In this wiring, the outlet operation has
been split into two parts i. To do this, simply remove the breakaway fin tab between the brass
terminals hot as shown in fig. Connected the switch output hot to the upper brass terminal and
the lower hot terminal should be connected to the switch input hot wire. In simple words, a
common hot wire should be connected to the first terminal of switch and lower hot terminal of
outlet. The second terminal of switch as hot should be connected to the upper hot terminal of
outlet. Finally, connect the neutral and ground wire accordingly as shown in fig below. In this
wiring, the first and 3rd outlet hot terminals are connected to the Line 2 Blue and the second
and last outlets hot terminals are connected to the Line 1 Red. The neutral is connected from
the main breaker to all outlets neutral terminal. Ground wire is connected to the outlets as well
as shown in the fig. This way, all the dual outlets are connected to the single line of V and can
supply V to the appliances. In this special wiring, a dual outlet is connected to both V and V
where the upper portion provides V and the lower outlet provides V supply voltage. The special
receptacle outlet I, I are used in these kind of wiring. To do this, connect Line 1 and Line 2 to the

lower hot terminals respectively. Connect the neutral and ground to the brass terminal and
ground terminal respectively. For example, if a 15A air condition is connected to the upper V
outlet and 10A, V heater to the lower terminal, the overall amperage is exceeding then than the
switch rating. Alternatively, you can plug W bulbs to the lower V outlet, no matter if the upper
outlet of V, 15A is operational for air condition as the total amperage is not exceeding the 20A
for specified outlet. In this wiring, a 20A, V outlet is connected to the V supply through hot,
neutral and ground wire. In this wiring, the line 1 and line 2 is connected to the brass terminals
accordingly. No need of neutral is need in V. The ground wire is connected to the ground
terminal. In this wiring, a 30A, V outlet is wired for dryer where the neutral is needed as well. The
Line 1, Line 2, Ground and Neutral wires are connected to the related terminals via 10 gauge 3
wires cable from separated breaker. For high loads and amperage, the Line 1, Line 2, Neutral
and ground is connected through a 6 gauge 3 wires cable from separate breaker to the related
terminals of hot 1, hot 2, neutral and ground terminal as shown in fig below. General Information
about Electrical Outlets:. Related Electrical Wiring Installation Tutorials:. Your email address
will not be published. Table of Contents. Electrical Technology 0 6 minutes read. Show More.
Related Articles. Electric Bill Calculator with Examples. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Close Search for. Adblock Detected Our website is made
possible by displaying online advertisements to our visitors. Please consider supporting us by
disabling your ad blocker. We depends on ad revenue to keep creating quality content for you
to learn and enjoy for free. I called up electrical experts to upgrade my electrical wiring, so he
installed MCB at mains power supply , and did all the necessary actions with great perfectness.
Now, I am freed from all worries and feeling safe for my family. This is the Official Norton web
site for current user and non existing user sign in or login to your account, setup, download,
reinstall and guide. Dreamz Adverising Inc Advertising solutions Brand collaterals Sunpack
Sheet Printing signage and letters boards Digital marketing services webdesign and
development. Avast antivirus phone number Microsoft Edge Support Australia Contact firefox
norton customer service mcafee technical support phone number microsoft outlook support
phone number Comcast support number Malwarebytes tech support. HP printer has several
models with different features. It is based on advanced technology, yet there is a possibility that
some technical glitches might occur while using it. Thanks for sharing such a nice Blog. I like it.
If you are new user to sage 50 accounting software and looking for the sage 50 technical
support. If yes than you have come to right place as we provide efficient technical support
service to customers who show complete faith in us. With our efficient and highly qualified team
,we never disappoint our customers. You can reach us at at any hour of the day. The Services
we offered are following- Sage 50 has stopped working Sage 50 customer service number Sage
50 Technical support number Sage Technical support phone number Sage c Tech support
phone number Sage fixed assets support number Sage 50 customer service number Sage 50
support Sage Tech Support Number. If you are new user or exiting user of QuickBooks
accounting software and looking for the QuickBooks technical support. Pleasant stuff! I like to
peruse the data that you have imparted to us. I need to get more updates to expand my insight.
The Services we offered are following- Sage 50 update support Sage 50 customer support Sage
50 upgrade support Sage support Sage 50 support. The information you shared was useful. You
have brought up a very wonderful points , regards for the post. For all kind Quickbooks services
related to these or any other our experts Quickly respond. Geek Squad Tech Support helps
those customers who face technical issues in their own gadgets anytime and unable to sort out
at this place Geek Squad Customer Service Team Aid your issues by manually or through the
software on Remote. Untuk kalian pecinta judi online yang sedang mencari bettingan online
terpercaya, di sini tempatnya. Perkenalkan kita Sahabat Agen Bettingan Terpercaya. Banyak
Jenis Permainan yang kami tawarkan untuk anda, dengan Moto 'Kemenangan berapa pun pasti
kita bayar lunas'. Some of these errors can be easily fixed while for few others you need to take
help from experts. One quite common error is the QuickBooks error code This error generally
happens when someone opens the company file in the multi-user mode. QuickBooks error code
is seen on the screen, when the database connection verification failure, or when the software
is looking to access the company files. This actually results in forbidding the user to open the
company file. This error can be a bit annoying for the users to handle, but we will ease the
process for you, by discussing the causes and fixes for it. You should check for anything that
can cause the problem on that computer. QuickBooks accounting software is trusted and
preferred by professionals all across the globe. It has created a buzz in the accounting and
bookkeeping industry, since its inception. However, a quick fix for the same can be to consult a
professional with renowned knowledge and experience. Many times while working on
QuickBooks accounting software, the user might end up in error code , The user can also get in
touch with our QuickBooks enterprise error support team, by dialing our toll-free number We

own a team of highly experienced and expert QuickBooks professionals, who are well-versed in
dealing with the QuickBooks error Have you ever face a problem due to QuickBooks error ? Do
you want to know how to fix this error and why this error occurs? Do you know how to fix
QuickBooks error ? Here, we are going to share step-by-step instructions to resolve
QuickBooks error QuickBooks is a feature-loaded software that involves a lot of coding and
algorithms. These codes and algorithms makes this software a little susceptible to glitches. If
you are also facing QuickBooks error , you can also get in touch with our accounting
professionals, by dialing our QuickBooks Payroll Support number We own a pool of experts
who are well-versed in dealing with any sort of QuickBooks Payroll associated errors. Nice blog,
it's so knowledgeable, informative, and good-looking site. Very nice article, I found it very
useful. Even I have this wonderful website, Good quality of windows and doors are very
essential for any workplace mcafee. I found this is an informative blog and also very useful and
knowledgeable. I would like to thank you for the efforts you have made in writing this blog
QuickBooks Payroll Software is beneficial for all business types, and especially for people who
own small-medium sized businesses. A damaged file in the CPS folder is most likely the reason
behind this error. Therefore, it hinders you from downloading the latest payroll update and also
restricts opening company file. It helps to easily manage all business operations with
cloud-based applications and automated accounting software as well. This makes it easier to
handle all business complexities related to accounting activity and easily tracks the financial
information to gain the profit as well as you can save time. Well, one such commonly reported
error is QuickBooks error code The payroll update did not complete successfully. This error
code is related to QuickBooks payroll function and might trouble the QuickBooks users in
installing the updates in a proper manner. The reason behind the occurrence of this error code
can be when the file copy service FCS of QuickBooks desktop gets disabled. One error code
that may cause work disruption for users is QuickBooks Error With us, you can expect speedy
and accurate QuickBooks related issues. QuickBooks Error may be a common error that will
occur thanks to many reasons. This error usually appears once you updating payroll into QB.
QuickBooks error code mainly occurs When attempting to download a payroll update or setup
file. The one more reason for occurring this error is when an Intuit relates software program eg.
QuickBooks is running during the windows start-up or closure or the installation of Windows
OS. QuickBooks Desktop often fails to link successfully to the internet, which causes
QuickBooks Error while updating. QuickBooks Desktop with its multiple functionalities is a
highly recommended accounting software for small- and mid-sized companies. Fore more
details regarding QuickBooks error , call us anytime at our toll-free number i. We are a hub of
technocrats, who work round the clock to provide the best possible services round the clock.
Dear admin thank you so much for sharing this informative information with us, it's really useful
for me. I wish you all the best for future comments. I have read it and I have also something here
to share with you. QuickBooks is a notable bookkeeping programming that licenses you to
accomplish your step by step bookkeeping tasks adequately. Quickbooks Pro, a section level
bookkeeping programming. With specific assistance. QuickBooks is the most noteworthy
positioned application with regards to strong bookkeeping and friends organization. For such a
significant number of adaptations relegated to various applications, this program is relied upon
to have especially valuable usefulness and formative control. You can email us to find fast
solutions for your QuickBooks related issues This item framework gives stock association and
changed news gadgets that connect with you to investigate your insight and gather knowing
decisions. QuickBooks is the center bookkeeping apparatus for improving clearness and
particularity in proficient concerns. One can either specify this help to the highlights of it or the
flexible forms that give assistance. Mau Dapatkan Uang Dengan Mudah Makasih udah nulis
tentang artikel ini. Aku seneng banget bacanya. Nino Nurmadi, S. Kom Nino Nurmadi, S. I will
continue to support your work Thank you. Thanks for sharing this great information, your post
it really so helpful â€¦â€¦ JetBlue Booking. Thanks for providing the information with this post.
The post is very nice! Jetblue Airlines Cancellation Policy. Thanks for sharing the useful
information. You have mentioned all essential points for getting Assignment Help easily.
JetBlue Vacation Packages. Dear admin I really like the way you have to describe this blog it is
awesome. All information is very informative I really appreciate your effort toward the reader.
Thank you so much for this amazing content and I have also something to share here. This is
one of the best articles I have ever read all information is very useful for me I would love to read
this article and subscribe to it. Thank you for sharing this with us. I also want to share some
useful links here. Did you know that you can easily view the contents of your phone on your TV
without a cable? With a screen mirror app you can easily do the screen mirroring from Android
to TV. Check out Much obliged for your article. It was intriguing and useful. Here I additionally
need to recommend your peruser who normally changes and you may wish to change seats on

a Southwest Airlines flight. Well, if you booked your tickets online you can easily change seats
using Southwest Airlines manage booking option on the website of the airline. If you are fixing
more than one outlet, the wiring can be done in parallel or in series. Electrical outlet with to way
switch in switch box wire diagram:. Labels: Outlet-wiring. Nancy October 21, at AM. James
Aultman April 8, at AM. Kasab April 19, at AM. Kasab May 7, at AM. Erin Moses June 6, at PM.
Anonymous June 17, at AM. Hank Steve June 25, at AM. Jav December 2, at PM. DewaSakti April
19, at PM. Mason Olivia June 3, at AM. Mason Olivia June 4, at AM. Mason Olivia June 5, at AM.
Mason Olivia June 8, at AM. Mason Olivia June 9, at AM. Mason Olivia June 11, at AM.
Accounting Software June 12, at AM. Norton Setup June 15, at AM. Mason Olivia June 17, at AM.
Mason Olivia June 18, at AM. Mason Olivia June 19, at AM. Mason Olivia June 22, at AM. Venny
Huang August 28, at PM. Rajabandarq August 29, at AM. Venny Huang August 30, at AM. Nino
Nurmadi , S. Kom September 28, at AM. Airlinesservice October 15, at AM. Cindypagita
November 10, at PM. Rajabandarq December 16, at AM. Lordship Richard January 23, at AM.
Lordship Richard January 24, at AM. Lordship Richard January 25, at AM. Lordship Richard
January 27, at AM. Lordship Richard January 27, at PM. Lordship Richard January 28, at PM.
Sleep sia February 3, at AM. Lordship Richard February 9, at PM. Newer Post Older Post Home.
Popular Posts. If you are fixing more This article shows 4 ,7 pin trailer wiring diagram connector
and step how to wire a trailer harness with color code ,there are some int Cat 5 Color Code
Wiring Diagram. This article explains a 3 way switch wiring diagram and step How to wire three
way light switch electrical circuit We have to discuss Rj45 Color Code. Electrical cable Wiring
Diagram Color code. Look for a house Electrical wire color code guide: This article describes
the new electrical cable color code wiring diagram ac and dc Labels Cloud Outlet-wiring. Follow
by Email Sign up here with your email address to receive our all news and updates about
blogger in your inbox. Its free. I am interesed in engaging with the audience and sharing the
most out of my knowledge. The switched outlet wiring configurations show two different wiring
scenarios which are most commonly used. The wiring and connections will depend on where
the power enters the circuit. The connections for a switched outlet also known as a Half Hot
Plug. The diagram shows the power entering into the circuit at the switch box location, then
sending one power line for the outlet which is hot all the time and a switched leg for the top half
of the outlet being used for a table lamp or a floor fixture Instructions Switched Outlet Electrical
Wiring Diagram 1 The Electrical Power Source Enters at the Switch Outlet Wiring for a Table
Lamp or a Floor Light Fixture These electrical wiring diagrams show typical connections. The
diagram below shows the power entering the circuit at the grounded outlet box location, then
sending power up to the switch and a switched leg back down to the outlet. Notice that these
outlets have the tab removed from the "hot" side or Brass side of the outlet which allows the
top half of the plug to be controlled only from the switch while the bottom end of the outlet
remains "hot" all the time. This is shown in the pictures below. Ask a Question! Switch Outlet
Wiring Diagrams Summary: This switched outlet electrical wiring diagram shows two scenarios
of wiring for a typical half hot outlet that can be used to control a table or floor lamp. Switched
Outlet Wiring Variations The switch I am replacing has two red wires plugged into the back and
two black wires plugged into the one below. If I want to keep the same set up I can just connect
the two red wires to the top brass screw and the two black wires to the bottom but must break
the small brass tab between the screws not the plastic, correct? If I don't care to use the wall
switch all I have to do is to cap off the red and connect one black wire to one brass screw and
one to the other brass screw without removing the brass tab, correct? From what you have
described, I believe that you are correct. The brass tab can be left in place if you no longer want
half of the outlet to be controlled by the switch. More About How to Wire a Switched Outlet
Electrical Wiring for a Switch Outlet Combination How to Install Electrical Outlet and Switch
Combo Wiring â€” In most cases, the primary power source is shared between the switch and
the outlet, either with a wire jumper or the bridge or tab that is located on the side of the combo
switch and outlet. Half Hot Switched Outlets Explained How to Wire Half Hot Switched Outlets:
The brass tab is a link between the top and bottom receptacles that allow them to be isolated
from one another for applications such as a wall outlet that has one receptacle controlled by the
wall switch while the other receptacle is hot all the time. Wiring a Plug to be Controled by a
Switch How to Wire Half-Hot Plugs and Switched Outlets: The outlets will need to be examined
to identify the wiring that runs to the wall switch and then make the appropriate adjustment.
Learn more about Wiring a Switched Outlet. Estimated Time: Depends on personal level
experience, ability to work with tools, install electrical outlets and wiring, and the available
access to the project area. Electrical Outlets Parts and Materials: Electrical parts and materials
for outlet wiring projects should be approved for the specific project and compliant with local
and national electrical codes. Electrical Codes and Inspections: Installing additional
electric furnace wiring diagram sequencer
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electrical wiring for outlets should be done according to local and national electrical codes
with a permit and be inspected. Do You Need Electrical Help? Summary: This switched outlet
electrical wiring diagram shows two scenarios of wiring for a typical half hot outlet that can be
used to control a table or floor lamp. Helping You Wire it Right. Recent Testimonials I think your
site offers the the clearest and best electrical information for homeowners I have ever seen on
the net. You have given me confidence to do my own projects which I never had before. Paul,
from Foxboro, Massachusetts I wish I found this site earlier, it is by far the best electrical related
resource I have found on the web. George, from Scranton, Pennsylvania I love this site for an
office worker that does not know anything about electric wiring. Collin, from Grand Rapids,
Michigan Thank you for answering my question. I was able to get this done. This site is perfect. I
am glad I found it. Please keep it going.

